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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED  104-10101-10061
TO: [Recommended]
FROM: [Recommended]
DATE: [Recommended]

SUBJECT: LEAVING HEADQUARTERS FOR HAVANA EXPECTS TO BE IN MEXICO CITY ABOUT 12 MARCH FOR DEBRIEFING AND BRIEFCING ON MISSION.

IT IS STATED THAT HE WILL BE TRAVELING AS AN ITALIAN BUSINESSMAN WITH ITALIAN SERVICE PASSPORT AND REPRESENTS FIAT, MIRIOLO, PAGLIO, AND OTHERS. HIS PASSPORT CONCEALS HIS ACTUAL IDENTITY.

TO TELL THE TRUTH, HIS ACTUAL IDENTITY IS OPERATIONAL ALLIANCE PRODUCTIVE OF BUSINESS AND THE ACTUAL TRAVELING COULD BE SHORT, BUT IF TOLD TO BE LONGER, HE COULD STAY IN HIDING UNTIL NEEDED.

PLEASE BE ADVISED OF THE FOLLOWING POINTS:

1. CLEARANCE FOR WHICH THE OPERATIONAL ALLIANCE PRODUCTIVE OF BUSINESS IS REQUESTING IS TO BE UPDATED TO INCLUDE A FEW OF THEIR OWN FRIENDS.
2. THE OPERATIONAL ALLIANCE PRODUCTIVE OF BUSINESS SHOULD BE ADVISED OF THE CHANGES IN THEIR COMMISSIONS FOR THE ACTUAL TRAVEL.
3. IT IS REQUESTED THAT THE OPERATIONAL ALLIANCE PRODUCTIVE OF BUSINESS PROVIDE SUPPORT FOR THE ACTUAL TRAVEL.

[Signature]
[Recommended]
IN NATIONALIZATION XII REASON THIS SHOULD GIVE HIM GOOD EXCUSE FOR EXTENDING STAY AND REASON FOR contacts WITH OFFICIALS. HAVE AVOIDED HAVING EVERY EFFORT ESTABLISH CONTACTS IN MINISTRIES FOREIGN TRADE AS ETC. WHICH ARE INTERESTED LEARN THAT HE IS GOING TO Mulf ABDY CUBA. IF SUCCESSFUL THIS AREA DESIRE HE LEARN WHAT MINISTRY SCTIONS WANT WHAT ITEMS, QUANTITIES, WE THOUGHT CONDITIONS.

ALSO DESIRE LEARN CUBAN EFFORTS OBTAIN PROTECTION TO OR PARTS AND REQUIREMENTS ANY CONSIDER GOODS.

3. DESIRE YOU ENCOURAGE HIM TRAVEL ISLAND AS WIDELY AS POSSIBLE REPORT LEARN HURS CONSUME TRADITIONS AND GOVERN OBSERVED. GIVE DATES, LOCALS GROUPS, DRESSES, AGE GROUPS AND OCCUPIED AREAS AND OBSERVATIONS THAT COVERED THESE GROUPS AND IF POSSIBLE DETAILS OF VANS ETC., ARMED, MACHINES, EQUIPMENT, DETAILS ETC. HAS CONSIDERED ALL MENTIONED ANY OTHER INFORMATION OF HIS CONSIDERED.

4. IN DETAILS OF RECRUITMENT HURS TO BE OBTAINED.